SETTING THE STANDARD IN DIALLER TECHNOLOGY

WITH YOUR BUSINESS IN MIND
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Ambitious, Dynamic and Award Winning Dialler Company
that Works Very Closely with our Customers to Deliver the
Very Best in Dialler Solutions.
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INDUSTRY LEADING

DIALLER SOLUTIONS
Our fully integrated and simple to use
call centre software has put us at the
forefront of predictive dialling
technology and we are now one of the
most sought-after dialler solution
companies in the UK.
DISCOVER WHY

INDUSTRIES
Tailored to a
variety of
Call Centre
Industries

Here are just
some examples
of the Industries
we help:

CLAIMS MANAGEMENT

INSURANCE

Using predictive dialling technology which is
integrated with your CRM platform will enable
you to automate your workflow effectively and
deal with repetitive admin tasks in an efficient
way. You will be able to handle your client
interactions from start to finish and be
compliant with all FSA regulations.

Our predictive dialler solution will help you
generate more leads, gain new business and be
compliant with FSA regulations. We can
simplify your workflow, reduce paperwork and
help you to eliminate manual processes.

DEBT COLLECTION
MARKET RESEARCH

We can automate many of your collection
processes such as creating daily call lists,
automatic recalling of debtors, identifying
debt deadlines. Our software will enable you
to make more calls, save resources and
ultimately improve your collection results.

TELEMARKETING
Time spent selling is crucial to any
telemarketing operation and this is our key
focus. We can help you reduce admin, save time
between calls and maximise the time your
agents spend on the phone so that they can
concentrate on their core activity of selling.

Our software can help you complete
more surveys, streamline your projects
and give you the tools to analyse results
at a variety of different levels.

ENERGY
We can help you manage customer
life-cycles, monitor and measure leads,
streamline your processes and
implement sophisticated CRM
approaches to your customer and
prospect base.

“

We were recommended to Primo by a business associate.
It took us a little while to get used to but within a week and
with excellent help from the support team we are using it
on a daily basis and happy wit the functionality and the
administrative tools.
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TAKING YOUR CONTACT CENTRE

TO GREATER HEIGHTS
Bespoke solutions tailored to your
requirements
Increasing your sales and growing your
profits through leading-edge technology
Helping you take your call centre operation
to the next level
Seamlessly integrating into your processes
so that you can yield benefits swiftly
Providing you with a world class service
from an award winning team

VIEW THE PLATFORM

THE
PRIMO
DIALLER
PLATFORM

01. PREDICTIVE DIALLER SYSTEM

02. CLOUD FUNCTIONALITY

03. CRM INTEGRATION

04. REPORTING & ANALYTICS

05. WORKFLOW SOLUTIONS

06. DISASTER RECOVERY

07. IVR

08. SECURE & RELIABLE

PREDICTIVE
DIALLER

01.
INCREASE YOUR COMPANIES PERFORMANCE
AND EFFICIENCY WITH OUR HOSTED
PREDICTIVE DIALLER

RETURN TO MENU
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Our groundbreaking predictive dialling technology has been developed to integrate
seamlessly into your business processes, increase efficiencies and drive down costs.

GROUND
BREAKING
TECHNOLOGY
REDUCED
WAIT TIMES

OPTIMIZE
DATA

ZERO
DOWNTIME

PREDICTIVE
DIALLER

FULLY
COMPLIANT

AWARD
WINNING
SUPPORT

Increased Productivity
Our auto dialler eliminates wasted time from your
sales/customer service operatives waiting for a call to be
answered, which helps ensure their time is spent talking
with customers.

Sophisticated Management
Maximises management time through sophisticated lead
management, call-back handling, filtering out do-not-call
lists, response recording and identifying if a number should
be called again.

Intelligent Systems
Identify best time to call so that your teams are speaking to the
optimum level of people. Real-time reporting that allows you to
see results and support training needs.

FEATURES
OFCOM COMPLIANT

REAL TIME REPORTING

LIVE AGENT MONITORING

PCI-DSS

ADVANCED SCRIPTING

FREE UPDATES

SMS & EMAIL

INTERACTIVE VOICE RESPONSE

CLI LOCALISATION

CALL RECORDING

SKILL BASED ROUTING

INBOUND & OUTBOUND
BLENDING

PREDICTIVE, PROGRESSIVE,
POWER & PREVIEW

“

Called in for support, not knowing too much about the
exact solutions my business needed. I got a call back
within the hour and we were up and running 48 hours
later. We have a tailor made solution that is transforming
my business, and I couldn't be more happy.

PREMISE

HOSTED

HYBRID

When investing in an auto dialler solution for your call centre there are a few key
variables which will help determine whether you should choose a premise-based,
hosted, or hybrid predictive dialler solution. These include the size of the call centre,
the type of business and size of customer base, the nature of the teams working in the
organisation – office-based or home-based, the access you have to internal IT
resources and your requirements for a disaster recovery solution. All of these factors
are important and our expert team can carry out a consultation to help find the right
auto dialler software for your business.
For some organisation, especially larger companies and blue-chips, the biggest
attractions of the premise-based predictive dialler model are security and reliability.
With cyber-crime and computer hacking becoming an increasing global problem, one
of the biggest benefits of a premise-based solution is that all data is transmitted over
your local network and therefore data security is much easier to manage.

PREMISE

HOSTED

HYBRID

A hosted predictive dialler solution is an attractive option for a lot of businesses as
there is no capital outlay up front and the monthly fees are affordable and easily
budgeted for. This allows you to concentrate your budget in other areas of your
business that might need it more. In addition, all maintenance and upgrades are
managed by your hosted provider so you don’t have to invest heavily in IT systems
and ongoing maintenance.
Hosted solutions are easy to setup and once you are up and running you have the
flexibility to make changes quickly, have people working remotely from home and
even move premises without too much fuss. The hosted auto dialler is reliant on a
stable internet connection and your chosen third-party provider and for some
businesses this lack of control can be an issue.
On the whole, hosted solutions are secure and reliable so there’s nothing to worry
about and the fact that you don’t need to make a significant capital outlay upfront
makes our auto dialler hosted solution a highly popular choice.

PREMISE

HOSTED

HYBRID

A hybrid solution can give you the benefits of both worlds – all the flexibility of a
hosted solution as well as the security and reliability of a premise-based solution.
A hybrid predictive dialler connects to a VoIP service provider through an internet
connection rather than a PBX system like a premise-based dialler does. This gives you
the option to migrate the predictive dialler to the cloud, but for security you can still
offer hybrid deployment.
This can be a perfect solution for call centres that are worried about a complete move
to the cloud and can be a transitional move to a fully hosted solution. Whatever
solution you go for, the efficiencies to be gained are fantastic and we can help you
make the right choice for your business.

CLOUD

FUNCTIONALITY

02.
OUR HOSTED PREDICTIVE DIALLER USES
CLOUD TECHNOLOGY WHICH MEANS
THERE IS LITTLE OR NO CAPITAL
EXPENDITURE..

RETURN TO MENU
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Our cloud-hosted contact centre system will
enable you to grow your call centre with ease and
will give you the ability to increase productivity
levels across your operation.

At Primo we understand that
managing your cash flow within your
organisation is critical and are able
to support you with this by providing
you with a predictive dialler solution
that is hosted in the cloud..

Our cloud-hosted call centre
systems eliminates the need for
new hardware and IT
infrastructure, leaving your IT
department with less technology to
worry about and fewer machines to
update and maintain..

Utilising the cloud ensures that

Consulting

your contact centre solution
won’t have any downtime and
lets your teams focus on the
task in hand.

CRM
INTEGRATION

03.
Integrate your CRM to deliver exceptional customer
experiences, create long-term customer relationships
and build rapport with your customer base.

RETURN TO MENU
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CRM INTEGRATION

SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

One of the many features of our integrated CRM solution is an Instant lead
service that updates your campaigns in real time so that you can keep track of
performance up to the minute. Our predictive dialling technology can also be
tailored to integrate with your current CRM so that you can streamline and
simplify your processes as well as grow your operation.

CRM BENEFITS
GET ORGANISED

GET PRODUCTIVE

Your leads will come from many different
sources and being able to understand
these sources so that you can understand
the quality of your data will create better
decision making. Understanding your
customer base through your CRM will
allow you to create targeted campaigns
better suited to your data.

When you are managing large quantities of
data you will be able to dial more numbers,
gain more sales and reduce downtime. The
facility to update your CRM system with the
latest information will inform your teams of
the latest conversations and make them
more prepared for follow up calls.

GET PRO-ACTIVE

THE FINAL OUTCOME

Your CRM tool allows you to understand
your customers and what makes them tick.
Providing your teams with this added value
information through a predictive dialling
system makes them plan more effectively
for each call and close more deals.

Predictive Dialling in conjunction with CRM
can power your business, giving you
unlimited dialling potential and the ability
to capture information about your
customers which will increase your sales
and grow your business.

“

Fantastic Customer Service Team!
Excellent as always, Primo you did it again. I wanted
something effective and easy to use and you delivered
Spot on :)

REPORTING
& ANALYTICS

04.
Our in-built data management reporting and analytics
software provides both real-time and historical reports
to help you monitor your call centre performance at a
high level as well as being able to drill down into
specific details at a granular level.

RETURN TO MENU
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REAL TIME STATISTICS

& WALLBOARD
This is a graphical wall board application
which is designed to be displayed on large
screens but can also be tailored to a variety of
other smaller screens. This provides your
teams, supervisors and managers with instant,
up to the minute information about the status
VIEW THE PLATFORM

of queues and performance. The information
is displayed in a colourful way via bespoke
interfaces to be both engaging and
eye-catching so that people take notice.

INCREASING

CAMPAIGN EFFECTIVENESS
Identify Areas for
Improvement

Compare Performance KPI’s
to Industry Benchmarks

Determine Productivities
and set headcounts

Formulate Best
Practice
Monitor Performance
and Review

Set Objectives and
Create Action Plans

Improve Dialler and Call
Routing Efficiencies

By using our range of reports and analytics our data management software can help
you to get the most out of your operation by detailing data utilisation and dialler
performance. This will help you to forge best practice going forward and make
decisions that will drive profits and cost efficiencies for your business.

WORKFLOW
SOLUTIONS

05.
For any contact or call centre, it’s important to have a workflow
solution that is able to support your operation. Our built-in
workflow management software enables you to manage
performance, streamline processes, identify issues, reduce
problems and increase productivity.

RETURN TO MENU
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OPTIMISED

WORKFLOW

MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
07.
WELCOME PACK
SENT TO
CUSTOMER

03.
OUTBOUND
CALL

02.
DIALLER

06.

04.

PAYMENT TAKEN
PCI-DSS
COMPLIANT

CONNECTS
TO AGENT

08.
RECORD CREATED
USING CALL
RECORDING

09.

01.
WEB LEAD
RECEIVED

SALE
COMPLETE

05.
APPLICATION
SCREEN

If you manage a large organization and you want to achieve better productivity and
efficiency, you always have to be on the lookout for the latest innovations in technology that
you could incorporate into your existing system. Our predictive dialler provides a professional
workflow solution for your business that can help improve your efficiencies.

SOPHISTICATED
CRM
Enabling more informed decision making,
better customer service, a smoother process
and reduced workloads for the agents.

SMS/ EMAIL
Gives you the ability to send large
scale campaigns using templates to
save time with access to full reporting.

Intelligent IVR
Easy to set up and will divert calls to
relevant agents, improving customer
service and saving time.

Inbound & Outbound blending
Set up campaigns to handle inbound and
outbound calls simultaneously without the
need for separate telephony platforms.

Campaign Management
Run a campaign from start to finish
and have complete control of
performance and reporting.

Dashboard
Allows managers to review
performance in real time, respond
quickly and improve productivity.

DISASTER PROOF
TECHNOLOGY

06.
We appreciate that every business is unique and this is why
we adopt a personal approach to your disaster recovery plan
so that you can be completely assured that if the worse
happens, there is a solution in place.
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We provide your business with access to data and
telecommunications in the event of a disaster so
that your business can carry on as usual.
Here’s how:

01

We configure the carrier network so that,
when needed, calls can be diverted.

02

We provide you with a separate DR
termination (landing) number which is
ready to receive calls.

03

When needed, calls to your number are
delivered to the DR termination number
on the Primo Dialler platform.

04

Your agents log into Primo Dialler, from
wherever they are, and answer calls to
your number as normal.

24/7 365 NETWORK
MONITORING
We protect your business with a secure and fool proof
disaster recovery plan
Data Centres in three different geographical locations
A true cloud solution that allows your business to continue
operating in all instances

Planing

INTERACTIVE
VOICE RESPONSE

07.
Having a sophisticated IVR (Interactive Voice Response) for
your business that is tailored to both your needs and the
needs of your customers can make a huge difference to the
operational efficiencies of your organisation and how your
customers perceive you.

RETURN TO MENU
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Build Crystal-Clear, User Friendly
Navigation of Phone System
Menus and Options
Better Customer Service
Increase Operational Efficiency
Developed with your Customers in mind
Reduce Call Times
Deal with ALL your Calls
Reduce Agent Costs

SECURE
& RELIABLE

08.
We have invested heavily in the security and the
reliability of our solutions so that you can yield all
the benefits that they bring to your business.

RETURN TO MENU
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SECURITY
We are completely dedicated to ensuring that all our platforms are fully
compliant with the global regulations that surround customer contact and
data security.

All of the solutions that we provide are compliant-ready and you can be rest
assured that our systems are robust, reliable and fit for purpose.

RELIABILITY
Our comprehensive policies and procedures not only protect the security of
your data but the data of your clients as well and we provide multiple levels of
security so that sensitive customer data is completely protected.

Regarding your outbound calling operation we can help you to manage do not
call lists and we are fully compliant with the UK's Telephone Preference
Service

ensuring

that

no

unwanted

calls

are

made.

“

The Primo team are just Amazing. Within a very short
period of time they set up the whole system and were
there every step of the way. Your online campaign will get
much easier if you have these kind of support and a very
rich & functional system.

DISCOVER THE POWER OF PRIMO DIALLER TODAY
CALL: 0161 710 2740
hello@primodialler.com

TRY FOR FREE NOW

